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W

hen you build your house, you’re not just creating a home for
your family or a place for friends and special memories, you’re
also creating a testament to your own taste. It’s an exciting and
highly personal process, yet choosing the exterior colours and finishes – two
of your home’s most visible features – is often a little daunting. That’s why
we created this guide – to offer inspiring, curated colour palettes to help you
make confident choices.
Previously the domain of designers and architects, matt finishes have
become widely popular due to their warm yet luxurious feel. By diffusing the
light for a subtle, contemporary effect, COLORBOND® steel Matt delivers this
with sophisticated confidence.
A pleasing counterpoint to this aesthetic, of course, is its performance. While
COLORBOND® steel Matt may appear elegantly soft, its advanced technology
has been tested in some of Australia’s harshest environments.

D U N E ® M AT T

N AT U R A L H A R M O N Y

A

warm, tranquil colour that has broad appeal and harmonises
effortlessly into its surroundings, COLORBOND® steel Dune® Matt
offers a natural, earthy feel, no matter what environment it’s used in.
Subtlety is the main feature of this alluring palette, offering just a blush of
colour, and when co-ordinated effectively with light textures, the result is
purely enchanting. It will complement both natural and contemporary
building materials to create a feeling of warmth and understated style. The
more vibrant accents could also be used for standout features such as a front
door or teamed with a feature wall to stunning effect.
COLORBOND® steel Dune® Matt is extraordinarily versatile, being adaptable
to a wide range of landscapes from the hectic inner city or the bustle of
developing urban areas, to the tranquillity of the Australian bush and coast.
This palette’s appeal lies in its warmth and subtlety; a timeless reminder of
how our homes can be our haven.

MISTY AND DIFFUSED

T

he diffused misty white of COLORBOND® steel Surfmist® Matt provides
any building with an anchor of strength and soft sophistication. The
effect is extremely contemporary yet beautifully simple. This colour
palette, with its natural layering of mellow accents and subtle undertones,
can create a subtly beautiful effect.
COLORBOND® steel Surfmist® Matt effortlessly evokes a coastal palette
or can also be used to create contrast in urban areas where a standout
presence amongst typically darker tones is desired. Teamed with considered
landscaping of natural stone and Australia’s native soft grey-blue foliage,
COLORBOND® steel Surfmist® Matt offers a simple, light, confidently neutral
look and feel that is, simultaneously, highly fashionable and quietly evocative.
Its delicate, natural personality also allows for experimentation with a range
of different accent colours, so you can truly express your personality with
COLORBOND® steel Surfmist® Matt.

S U R F M I S T ® M AT T

S H A L E G R E Y ™ M AT T

B E AC H Y T R A N Q U I L L I T Y

G

reys have long been lauded as some of the most versatile and
designer-friendly colours available. So it’s little wonder the smooth
tones of COLORBOND® steel Shale Grey™ Matt add instant visual
appeal as well as graceful tranquillity to your home as it evokes the effortless
beauty so often found in Australia’s unique natural environment.
Fresh, light, extremely versatile and highly complementary to a range of
accent colours, COLORBOND® steel Shale Grey™ Matt’s popularity is highly
deserved. Whether layered with brushed steel, recycled timbers, aged
brickwork, or used solely by itself, its neutral, natural refinement creates
a relaxed, easy going feeling that beautifully suits all architectural styles,
whether they be in country, coastal or city environments.
Our Shale Grey™ Matt is a truly neutral classic that has an honest and
impactful modernity, while also offering a perfect backdrop for the exciting
splashes of colour that reflect your own personality.

DA R K A N D H A N D S O M E

C

OLORBOND® steel Monument® Matt is the deepest hue in the range.
It displays a dramatic, dark solidity that acts as the perfect backdrop
to allow bold, brilliant colours to really pop when used to highlight
architectural features and details. Moreover, COLORBOND® steel Monument®
Matt is a colour that is truly enhanced by its soft, contemporary matt finish.
When teamed with similarly strong materials like exposed dark charcoal
bricks, grey tinted glass, black powder coated finishes or heavy, solid
timbers, COLORBOND® steel Monument® Matt creates a feeling of solidity
and contemporary sophistication.
The result of using COLORBOND® steel Monument® Matt can be surprisingly
subtle or openly dominant, depending on the application within the
landscape, and also the effect of changing ambient light. In the inner-city,
this palette can quietly merge with its neighbours, while in rural setting this
deep hue will stand out brilliantly amongst the green foliage and natural
earth tones.

M O N U M E N T ® M AT T

B A S A LT ® M AT T

M O O DY C O O L

T

he depth of colour in COLORBOND® steel Basalt® Matt conveys a
true sense of drama and sophistication. Timeless, refined, neutral and
striking all at once, this classic hue is perfectly enhanced by its elegant
matt finish. Its soft, tactile appearance invites touch, while at the same time
stylishly declaring its strength.
When power and impact are required for a house or building in a landscape
or cityscape, COLORBOND® steel Basalt® Matt is an exciting foundation.
Co-ordinating its dramatic presence with other aligned building materials
like slender bricks, charcoal stained timbers, tinted glass or roughly
textured concrete walls, the sum total is a commanding declaration of grace
and design.
Don’t be afraid of creating a statement like this; often it’s the buildings that
provoke a genuine response that stand the test of time. COLORBOND® steel
Basalt® Matt delivers a versatile, proven look that evokes strength, calm and
definitive urban cool.

C O L O R B O N D ® S T E E L M AT T
Australia’s ancient, weathered landscape features colours like no other,
and the COLORBOND® steel Matt range has been thoughtfully designed to
enhance our natural surroundings, allowing your new home to either blend in
or stand out. So we encourage you to consider the feeling you want to create,
imagine these colour palettes as they are, or adjusted to your individual
desires, and enjoy your colour journey with COLORBOND® steel Matt.
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